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Your Path to Digital Transformation

Your pen and paper processes 
slow down functioning. Forms 
can be lost, communication 
takes longer and work can be 
redundant.

Veoci Solutions Engineers 
work with you and your team
to create a digital platform that 
integrates with your programs 
and the way you work.

Train your employees 
easily with Veoci’s no code,
accessible platform. 

Update the platform and build
out new solutions when 
needed with the help of our 
Customer Success Managers.

You’ve arrived! With Veoci, 
your processes and forms are 
part of a larger, easily accesible 
network, freeing up time for 
new innovation.
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Our platform equips healthcare coalitions to maintain a 
common and comprehensive operating picture of their 
jurisdiction at all times. Whether tracking grant deliverables, 
asset management and partner agency involvement during 
normal operations, or facilitating real-time communication 
and information sharing during an emergency activation, 
Veoci equips you to support your healthcare partners.

Veoci Solutions for Healthcare 
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Bring your entire coalition together in one 
system with Veoci’s full suite of solutions:

BCP/COOP

Emergency Management 

Mass Notification

File Library and Management

Program Management

Patient & Family Reunification

Health Alert Network Operations

Mission Tracking/Tasking
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Use threaded chats, dashboards, and notifications 
to keep stakeholders informed of the current state 
of the response

Stay aware of the status and needs of all your 
facilities during an incident

Share resources and awareness with real- time 
direct communication between facilities

Real-time Mapping

Display data as it comes in through forms 
and workflows on a map

See how the situation is changing as more 
information and updates come in

Visualize your coaliton’s data to assist in 
decision-making as the response progresses

Situational Awareness
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SEND MASS 
NOTIFICATION 

VIA MOBILE

Create and send out  
messages from anywhere 
with Veoci’s fully-featured 
mobile app

CUSTOM OR 
TEMPLATED 
MESSAGES

TWO-WAY SMS
CHECK-IN 
REQUESTS

Send notifications via SMS 
and receive responses.  
Recipients can modify  
responses 

Type or voice-record  
messages to be broadcast 
on the fly

Check-ins and Notifications

Send notifications that 
require responses with 
custom messages and 
custom response options
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AUTOMATIC 
NOTIFICATION 
FOLLOW-UP

Recipients without a 
registered mobile device 
or recipients that don’t 
respond are contacted by 
the next selected method 

SECURE 
CONFERENCE 

CALL
CALL TREE

GEO-TARGET 
NOTIFICATIONS

Contact and request a  
response from individuals 
in a predefined sequence

Choose specific recipients 
with geo-fencing on an 
interactive map or filter 
based on address

Connect all key personnel 
for triage in a conference 
call at the click of a button
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 A complete continuity
management program

DO

CHECK

COOP 
Solutions

PLAN CHECK

DO ACT

Veoci is the leader in collaboration, 
continuity, and response software 
solutions, bringing all the pieces of 
your program together to create 
one of the first integrated, truly 
end-to-end COOP programs.

Delegation of Authority

Succession Planning

Process Automation

Exercise & Testing

Execute Plans

Document Responses in 

Real Time

Easily Conduct Holistic After 

Action Reporting with all 

Partner Agencies
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Seamlessly Manage your Daily Operations 

Manage registration, credentialing, and 
tracking of volunteer medical providers 

Manage the status of specialty response 
team members to be deployed during a 
disaster

Coordinate state and federal resource 
distribution with healthcare agency 
needs during emergencies

Monitor Hospital Requests

Facilitate resource sharing between 
hospitals

  ASSET
MANAGEMENT

  VOLUNTEER
MANAGEMENT
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Manage the process directly 
from the platform your 
coalition used to respond to 
the emergency

Use Veoci Forms to gather 
feedback from partner 
agencies

Develop, implement, and 
monitor the status of 
improvement plans with 
the tracking of assigned 
deliverables

After-Act ion 
Reporting

After-action Reports, Resource 
Requesting, and Damage Assesments

With Veoci, a public health incident can be handled without overwhelming your 
system. Ensure all your partner organizations have the tools to respond in a crisis, 
recover afterward, and update response plans to prepare for future response. 
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Damage Assesment Forms

Resource Requesting

Put the form in your team’s pockets via the Veoci 
mobile app

Display all data on a dashboard using charts and 
graphs

Create and store digital reports

Configure print templates to save as PDFs for digital 
submission

Push an online request for resources or 
missions to partner agencies 

Route incoming requests to the appropriate 
team members

Geo-spatially map resources to enhance 
situational awareness

Manage resource status and distribution 
from one central dashboard
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Patient and Family Reunification 

• Streamline pickups and keep track of who’s in your 
facility, with the help of Veoci Dashboards and Forms 
that can update the status of patients in real time.

• Run testing and exercises to ensure success in the 
case of an incident.

• Organize employees, patients, and family members 
using GIS mapping that can project locations within 
your facility.

In times of crisis, the importance of reuniting patients 
with their families cannot be overlooked. Organize 
the reunification process and keep track of all your 
patients to ensure safe reunions. 
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Make sure your coalition 
checks all the boxes and your 
organizations are prepared for 
incidents and crises

Program Management

• Use Veoci’s tools to facilitate the completion of grant 
and state deliverables, document past incidents, and 
meet the annual HVA requirements.

• Create a more robust asset management program 
with Veoci’s toolkit. Track equipment locations, records, 
maintenance schedules, and expiration dates. Send 
reminders for reordering and check-ins, and respond 
to supply requests.

• Wrap in operations like grant management, exercise 
management, and staff hoteling with other emergency 
management operations.

Hazard Vulnerability Assesment

• Use Veoci’s tools to assign responsibilities, organize 
assesments, and better understand data.

• Use Forms and Dashoards for partner agencies to 
report their findings and consolidate data for a holistic 
picture of needs and vulnerabilities.
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Reimagine the way your coalition’s emergency 
management program works. With the right platform, 
you can streamline communication, digitize processes, 
and create visibility over your emergency management 
plans and procedures.

Communicate in real time to hospital, long term care,  
public health, and first responder partners from one central 
location.

Use the platform to maintain open communication 
between juristictions and both internal and external 
stakeholders, so all relevant parties are aware of how public 
health issues are being managed.

Organize and launch tabletop, functional, and full scale 
exercise planning, to create and maintain best practices for 
all coalition partners. Complete with AAR capabilities

Partner Agency Coordination

Health Alert Network Operations

Exercise Development
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Fully-Integrated Mass Notification Solution
Mass notify and poll employees, contractors, and stakeholders via 
push notifications, SMS, phone, and email.

SEND MASS NOTIFICATION VIA MOBILE

Create and send out messages from anywhere with 
Veoci’s fully-featured mobile app.

CUSTOM OR TEMPLATED MESSAGES

Type or voice-record messages to be broadcast on 
the fly.

GEO-TARGET NOTIFICATIONS

Choose specific recipients with geo-fencing on 
an interactive map or filter based on address.

CHECK-IN REQUESTS

Send notifications that require responses with    
custom messages and custom response options.

AUTOMATIC NOTIFICATION FOLLOW-UP

Recipients without a registered mobile device 
or recipients that don’t respond are contacted 
by the next selected method.

SECURE CONFERENCE CALL

Connect all key personnel for triage in a       
conference call at the click of a button.

CALL TREE

Contact and request a response from              
individuals in a predefined sequence.

TWO-WAY SMS

Send notifications via SMS and receive responses. 
Recipients can modify responses.
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195 Church Street 

14th Floor

New Haven, CT 06510

www.veoci.com

info@veoci.com

5944(203) 782-


